ON THE FARM
- Fencing
- Pole barns
- Utility poles
- Guard rails
- Shrubs and seedlings
- Vineyard posts
- Locating plugged tile
- Fruit trees
- Footings

Save Time...Save Labor...Save Money!

FORD
POST HOLE DIGGER
Choice of 20 augers 4" to 24" width

Don’t break your back...give your back a break! And you’ll save time and money while you’re doing it with the Ford Post Hole Digger. On the farm or in industry, there’s almost always a hole that needs digging. Ford Post Hole Digger offers the only quick and easy way to get it done without a big equipment investment.

Whether it’s a single hole for erecting a utility pole or hundreds of holes for fencing, Ford offers the fast and simple answer. This is a sturdy tool with plenty of durability for fast, deep digging. It’s hydraulically controlled, of course, and can be attached in a jiffy to the 3-point hitch of your Ford, Fordson or other tractor with similar hitch and hydraulic system.

No post hole digger is any better than the augers with which it digs. Ford’s full line of 20 standard and heavy duty augers with replaceable plain or serrated cutting edges can be used in practically any kind of soil. Many of their design advantages are described on back page.

OFF THE FARM
- Playground equipment
- Parking meters
- Traffic signs
- Guard rails
- Landscaping
- Nursery work
- Any hole up to 24" diameter, 42" depth
FORD ECONOMY POST HOLE DIGGER SERIES 903

FULL LINE OF 20 DIFFERENT AUGERS

4” to 24” Diameter—All except 4” and 6” Heavy Duty Augers offer replaceable cutting edges, choice of plain or serrated.

Replaceable Tips—Screw-in design.

42” Digging Depth—All models, even the largest. Can be extended to 49” depth with an extension attachment.

Heavy Duty Augers—For “problem” jobs. Deeper penetration angle; greater strength; extra throat capacity.

Single-Double Flights—Heavy duty augers have double flights at bottom, single flights at top... Faster dirt elevation, less clogging.

SEE YOUR FORD TRACTOR AND IMPLEMENT DEALER

PRODUCTS OF Ford MOTOR COMPANY

SIT AT EASE... WATCH YOUR DIGGER DO THE WORK!

Easy on or off—3-point hitch; snap coupling for PTO.

Fingertip control—Tractor hydraulic system raises and lowers digger in operation and for transport.

Centered from seat—Vertical digging, even on hillsides.

 Plenty of strength—Welded heavy tubular steel frame; sealed gear box; overload protection.

Efficient cleaning—Leave PTO engaged after hole is bottomed. Turning auger cleans hole as you lift it.

Easy Servicing—Only three lubrication points for continued smooth performance.

SPECIFICATIONS

Drive—Telescoping universal ASAE standard PTO drive shaft. Construction—One-piece welded tubular steel frame, 11/4” and 2” dia. Gear Box—Heat-treated bevel gears; 4 to 1 reduction; oil bath; malleable iron cover; 2 ball bearings and 2 tapered roller bearings, double sealed on output shaft for maximum dirt protection. Auger Sizes—Standard, 9”, 10”, and 12” with plain or serrated edges; Heavy Duty, 4” and 6” with plain edges; Heavy Duty, 9”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 18” and 24” with plain or serrated edges. Dimensions—Transport height 75”, width 32”, length 80”, transport clearance 10”, approx. shipping weight less auger, 210 lbs.

Design, Material and/or Specifications are subject to change without notice and without liability.